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Vision: 
 

Engineering science department of NDMVPS's KBT College of Engineering 
determines to become a centre of learning in the field of "sciences-in-

engineering" and the development of  human values to develop engineers 
those can apply basic knowledge in engineering field to serve society. 

 

 Mission: 
 

1.To produce graduates with strong knowledge of engineering sciences who  
are anchored on the principles of hard work and integrity. 

2.T o cultivate scientific culture with mathematical approach. 
3.To solve the problems in engineering and improve it. 



Day 1 – Parents meet  

Date 04/11/2022 

 

The first  day of  induction  program  began  with  the  Parent-Teachers  meet.  The  meet  took  place 

in presence of Hon. Adv. Nitinji Thakare (Sarchitnis, MVP Samaj, Nashik), Hon. Shri. Balasaheb 

Kshirsagar (Sabhapati, MVP Samaj, Nashik), Dr. D. D. Lokhande (Education Officer, MVP Samaj, 

Nashik), Dr. S. R. Devane  (Principal,  MVPS‟s  KBTCOE),  Prof.  N.  B.  Desale  (Vice-principal,  

KBTCOE),  Dr.  S.  J.  Kokate (HOD, Engineering science) event coordinators Mr. P. V. Joshi & Mr. 

D. P. Birar and all FE staff. 

First year head Dr. S. J. Kokate introduced about the MVP Sanstha, In his presentation he shared the 

details  of  college  facilities,  various  courses,  sports  activities  and  curriculum  details.  Principal  

Dr.  S.  R. Devane introduced students & parents about the culture of the Sanstha and institute along 

with the various activities conducted in the college. Hon. Adv. Nitinji Thakare congratulated all and 

guided to all parents and students  for adopting new  technology based  education  along with  more  

emphasis  should  be given  to  the health. Hon. Shri.  Balasaheb Kshirsagar  also congratulated all 

students  and addressed to all on  acquiring 

best  knowledge available on  the  technology.  Later  on,  in  the  presentation  of  TPO  Mr.  Mahesh 

Adke,  he explained  the  placement  related  activities  along  with  additional  skill  development  

course  conducted  for student‟s all round development. Parents representatives also addressed the 

audience and stated their deep appreciation  about  the  college.  At  the  end  Prof.  N.B.  Desale  

congratulated  to  parents  and  students  for choosing our institute and briefed all discussion made by 

parents and students. 

 

FE Students Induction Program (Phase 1) 
 

From 04/11/2022 to 18/11/2022 
 
 



Day 2 – 5/11/2022 

 
Session I 

 

Session: “Personality Development through Panchkosh Vikas Model.” Speaker: Shri 

Krishna Dhan Dasji 

 

Shri Krishna Dhan Dasji is a Mechanical Engineer.He has completed his graduation in 2002.He has 

secured Distinction  in  all  4  years  of  his  Bachelor  Degree.  Also  at  that  time  he has  scored  98.5  

%   in  GATE   & secured  Ist  Position  in  Nashik  District.  Then  he  has  also  Teaching  experience  at  

K.K.  Wagh  Institute  of Engineering Education and Research Nashik for 1 year.Afterwords he has also 

worked In HAL in Aircraft section for 5 years. Since from 2008 he is the President at ISKCON.He has 

also written a Book with the title 



of  “GET  SET  GO”.  He  is  Founder  &  Director  of  "Samruddhi  School  of  Leadership',  an  

encouraging training and  guidance forum  for teenagers.  Also  he is  one of  the  chief motivational  

speakers  at  'Optimal Performance  Technologies',  a  firm  for  training  of  industrialists.  He  has  

conducted  several  enlightening symposiums  for  corporate  executives  of  various  prestigious  

industries  viz.  Rishabh  Instruments,  HAL, Techplasto, etc. and also in many reputed educational 

institutes. 

He has shared his view about “Personality Development through Panchkosh Vikas Model.” During 

the talk he explained that Dreams can be perceived by Inner Engineering. This is possible by Mind 

Control. So  the  main  three streams  of  Inner  Engineering  which  he has  explained  are  Vicharshakti,  

Ichhashakti  & Bhavnashakti. Then he has explained very well about about Art of Mind Control, in which 

he told about What is Mind, Why to control Mind,& How to control   Mind. So he told that  Mind is the 

system whose function is to Thinking, Feeling & Willing. Then he explained why to control the Mind. He 

also elaborated about how to control the Mind. For this he has given some tips to follow like Live a 

regulated life, Breathing Exercise, develop a long term vision, and sharpen your intelligence, Mantra 

Meditation. Also he explained about uncontrolled mind. He briefly explained about causes of 

uncontrolled mind like Lack of confidence, depression loss of trust, hypertension, stress, lack of 

concentration, madness, dangerous diseases, weakened determination etc. 

Also he highlighted about the Spiritual Body which is different than the previous two bodies by giving 

one example of thinking about the person who is very close to you which realize us that that person 

appearance does not matter for us. It means caring, lovable nature, good characteristics built the Inner 

personality of the person which is very important. 



Session II 

 
Name of Session: Universal Human values (short film) 

In  this  session  student  know  the  idea  about  Universal  human  values  and  learn  some  universal  

ethical principles that apply across all professions, including: 

 
 Honesty. 

 Trust worthiness. 

 Loyalty. 

 Respect for others. 

 Adherence to the law. 

 Doing good and avoiding harm to others. 

 Accountability. 

 

The  five  universal   Human   Values   of   Love,   Truth,   Right   Conduct,   Peace  and   

Non-violence encompass all the noble values, have endless depth and breadth in their beauty, purity 

and power, and lie within  every  human  being  in  full  measure,  largely  hidden  from  conscious  

awareness  like  diamonds inside a mountain. 

Day 4 - 

7/11/2022 

Session I 

 

 
Session: “The World of Robots” 

Speaker: Shri Sukumar Gaur Prabhu ji 



Sukumar Gaur Das  is Graduated as a Mechanical Engineer from DY Patil College, Pune Later he went 

on to  pursue  MBA  from  Welingkar  institute  of  management  -  a  very  renowned  institute  for  

management studies in Mumbai. He completed his MBA in FINANCE. Toured Australia, Africa and 

Dubai for projects in   Financial  Management.  He  worked  in  NCDEX  as  assistant  manager  for  2  

years.  He  also  worked  in Karvey finance as assistant manager for 1 year. After that he joined ISKCON 

in 2003.Lateron he worked as a full time Volunteer in 2010, in 2011 he worked as a full time service in 

ISKON. Now currently Preaching in  many  reputed  colleges  in  Nasik  and  helping  the  Youth  of  

Nasik  grow  on  various  levels  like  Mental, Physical, Emotional, thus contributing to the National 

Growth. 

 

He has shared his view about “The World of Robots”. We are silently watching what wrong going into 

this world.  We  need  the  strong  foundation  of  spirituality.  Without  foundation  there  will  no  

discipline. without foundation there will be no peace. We have to take a call for spiritual revolution. 

Spirituality gives a proper guidance to our life, to decrease our problems. Spirtuality makes our deep 

rooted tendency to serve. The   nature   of   world   is   dukhalayam   asasvattam   (permanently   misery   

and   temporary)   svabhavala avashad   naste(there   is   no   medicine   for   character).   If   you   are   

finding   solution   for   temporary world   then   you   will   not   get   only.   Because   the   world   itself   

is   dukhalayam   asasvattam   can   you see   today's   world   by   only   misusing   the   technologies.   

We   know   things   are   out   of   control   but then   also   we   does   what   we   like   and   when   

company   said   its   not   useful   and   very   harmful   too then also you all are going on to satisfy our 

taste buds. 

Later on he told about mentor. In this world of Robot we need mentoring from some people, it may be 

from our parents, sibling, friends and teacher to make our decision correctly. After that he told about 

Action and Reaction. He told that  you should grow in  your life .You are not here to prove you are here 

to improve, launch yourself to next level. Failure is not end, you should define your definition of success 

and failure is nothing but lack of learning. 



Session II 

 

Session: “Ya Janmavar” 

Speaker: Prof N. B. Desale 

 
Prof N.B.Desale is an Associate Professor in MVPS‟s KBT College of Engineering Nashik. He 

completed his   M.Sc   (Physics),   B.Ed   from   Pune   University.   He   is   working   as   Vice   

Principal   in   MVPS‟s KBTCOE,Nashik. Sir has total 23 years of experience in Teaching. 

 

 
Some key points of the session 
 

Success is often defined as the ability to reach your goals in life, whatever those goals may be. In 

some ways, a better word for success might be attainment, accomplishment, or progress. It is not 

necessarily a destination but a journey that helps develop the skills and resources you need to thrive. 

 Success is a relative term. If you achieve what you want to and are happy, then I think that is 

success. It could be applied to life in general or to individual tasks in life. 

 Success in life means attaining your vision of a good life. It means achieving specific goals that 

result in the future you have planned for yourself. Success in life is defined by the individual. Your vision 

of success looks different than someone else's. 

 
. 

Session III 

 

Session : SSB Guidance 

Speaker : Mr. Shreyas G. Yelmane 

 Staff selection Board is an Administration which is set up by the ministry of defence. SSB is the 

association that schedule, organize and conduct the SSB. Interview of the candidates applying for 



Indian Military Forces.SSB Interview to evaluate prospective candidate for recruitment in the 

Army, Navy and Air force. 

Detailed schedule for SSB 1.Screening Testing 2.Psychological Test 3.Grouping Task Obstacle 

4.Personal Interview 5.Conference 

. 

   Day 6 – 9/11/2022 

 
                                                                     Session I 

 

Name of Session: “Handling the Inner World” 

Speaker: Shri. Sukumar Gaur Prabhu Ji 

Sukumar Gaur Das ji  is Graduated as a Mechanical Engineer from DY Patil College, Pune. Later he 

went on to pursue MBA from Welingkar institute of management  - a very renowned institute for 

management studies in Mumbai. He completed his MBA in FINANCE. Toured Australia, Africa and 

Dubai for projects in  Financial Management. Worked in NCDEX as assistant manager for 2 years. He 

also worked in Karvey finance as assistant manager for 1 year. After that he joined ISKCON in 

2003.Lateron he worked as a full time Volunteer in 2010, in 2011 he worked as a full time service in 

ISKON. Now currently Preaching in many  reputed  colleges  in  Nasik  and  helping  the  Youth  of  

Nasik  grow  on  various  levels  like  Mental, Physical, Emotional, thus contributing to the National 

Growth. 

In today‟s session Prabhuji gives us   idea about Vedic body type – Causal Body, Mental Body, Emotional 

Body, Astral Body, Etheric body, Physical Body. Can think of the gross body as „Hardware‟ and the 

subtle 



body as „Software‟. Our inner world is all about this software and handling it means nothing but 

controlling our mind instead of letter it control us. 

 
Subtal body         Mind Thinking 

Intellect Feeling Ego  Wanting 

A machine has no control: is a soldier who follows instructions only A driver has control : makes the 

decisions. 

Even though the subtle body is supposed to be the driver of our chariot. The internal structure of anything 

be it a company, college or a human is more important than the external structure. We must handle it. 

We cannot control events or experiences but emotions are something we can keep a hold over.   Emotions 

stability is  very important  for  rest  of  the  functioning.  Our  emotions  are  highly influenced  by the  

people around us, the closer they are , the more influence. Therefore be very careful and smart about 

your inner circles.  Decide  and  assign  appropriate  circles  to  people.  Though  the  human  body  is  

the  combination  of elemental composition whatever we experience,  face in our day to day life is stored 

in our subconscious mind and on that basis we act, react with the people. So we must able to control our 

emotion that can be happen by doing meditation, regular exercise, focusing on personality development 

and forgiving others. 

 
“Don‟t get so stuck in your ways that you cannot change” 

Session II 

 
Sports Activity 

Various Sports activities like Cricket, Table tennis, Carom, Chess, Badminton etc. were organized during  

Induction program. Students enjoyed  a lot during sports by participating any of these. Around all 

students have participated in one of those sport activity. 



Day 7 – 10/11/2022 

 
Session I 

 

Session: “Inner Engineering” 

Speaker: Shri Krishna Dhan Dasji 

 

Shri Krishna Dhan Dasji is a Mechanical Engineer.He has completed his graduation in 2002.He has 

secured Distinction  in  all  4  years  of  his  Bachelor  Degree.  Also  at  that  time  he has  scored  98.5  

%   in  GATE   & secured  Ist  Position  in  Nashik  District.  Then  he  has  also  Teaching  experience  at  

K.K.  Wagh  Institute  of Engineering Education and Research Nashik for 1 year.Afterwords he has also 

worked In HAL in Aircraft section for 5 years. Since from 2008 he is the President at ISKCON.He has 

also written a Book with the title of “GET SET GO”. 

He  has  shared  his  view  about  Inner  Engineering.  In  this  he  has  told  one  example  that  Body  = 

Computer. We have to maintain proper balance between the challenges of your day to day life and our 

inner peace. Which can be achieve by doing Yoga and meditation. Our body is lika a  computer  having 

hardware 

& software. 

Body is a machine. It can run if there is defect in hardware which is replaceable, but if software is corrupt 

the whole system becomes useless. The best example is „Arunima Sinha‟ she was pushed from running 

train from a robber and hence lost her right leg. As her hardware (leg) which is damaged she become first 

female amputee to climb „Mount Everest‟. Shri Krishn Dhan das ji further explain that though having a 

damaged hardware we can move with healthy mind with peace. We should know „Art of mind‟. 

 
What is Mind? - It is the storehouse of all our emotions. 

Why to control mind? – to conquer our inner world. 

How to control mind? – regulated life, breathing exercise on daily basis, long term vision. 



Yoga and regular breathing exercise are the key to establish peace and hence keep the software of our 

body 

i.e. mind in control. Immediate success is temporary but the aggregation of marginal gain is permanent . 

For example a small change in number 

 

(1.01)  365  = 37.78 (0.99)365  = 0.03 

This shows that small changes are beneficial. A process to unite our soul with our mind by practicing 

yoga , to achieve goal is “Inner Engineering.” . 

Session II 

 

Short Film: Right here Right now 

 

In  this  short  film  they started  with  the  mother  

whose  son  doesn‟t  listens  to  her  and  get  angry,  same  his mother goes and gets angry on her bai and 

the same continues with bia‟s daughter, then rikshawala, a child who came in front of riksha and many 

more. Results one person with angry mind goes and shouts on the other  and  the  chain  continues.  On  

the  other  the  brother  of  that  boy  with  whom  the  chain  starts  get appreciated by someone and he 

goes makes happy her friend , friend makes happy to his father, then father to  driver  ,  driver  to  

strenger  child  and  so  on  .  but  the  last  person  who  was  happy  to  get  married  tohis fiancégets in 

the car but on his way he sees a man hit by the car, he takes him to the hospital . but on the other hand, 

the man fiancé who was waiting for him thinks he left and gets angry and so on.. 

Moral: What goes around comes around. 



Day 8 – 11/11/2022 

 

Session 1 

 

Session: “Handling the Failures” Speaker: Shri. Sukumar Gaur Prabhu Ji Time :- 

10:00AM to 11:30AM 

Shri. Sukumar Gaur Prabhu Ji is a Mechanical Engineer & MBA Finance (ISKCON, Nashik). He has 

shared his  view  about  “Handling  the  Failures”.  In  this  he  has  told  the  Recognize  and  accept  

your  emotions. Failure hurts, at least in the first instance, and you need to accept that. ... 

 
Don't make it personal. ... 

Don't worry what others will think. ... Take the right amount of responsibility. Use failure as a way to 

improve 

Prabhu Ji says that own up and acknowledge the task that you could have done differently and explain the 

situation very clearly. 

There is nothing called as failure is all about improvement. It is nothing but the preparation. Getting a job 

is not success. Your past doesn‟t show your present so don't hold everything, use failures as a chance to 

grow up. 

don't try to fight yourself. Build your confidence, take action, move on quickly 

Failure is first step to success. Prabhuji advised to have a mentor, have the right kind of stories is 

essential for success. 



. 

 

 

                      Session 2 

 
 

Session: “Importance of MOOC for Engineering Students” 

Speaker: Mrs. R.R. Tajanpure 

Time:- 11:30AM to  12:00 Noon 

Mrs. R.R. Tajanpure is a Computer Engineer, M.Tech (CSE), Ph.D(PURSUING), Working  as a 

Assistant Professor (I.T. Department) guided our students about MOOC. 

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are free online courses available for anyone to enroll. 

MOOCs 

provide an affordable and flexible way to learn new skills, advance your career and deliver quality 

educational experiences at scale. 

 
Advantages of MOOCs 

 
 You can learn from your friends through a social networking site. 

 Access to the course is free of cost. 

 Material is advocated by top professors. ... 

 Allows you to learn different languages. ... 

 Such courses offer admission to everybody. ... 

MOOC  classes  are  best  for  self-motivated  individuals  who  will  progress  without  anyone  

keeping  them accountable. 

Outcomes of MOOC :-  Develop effective verbal and non-verbal communication skills and 

Communicate effectively in personal as well as professional settings.. 



Session III 

Session: “Why, What & How of Entrepreneurship” Speaker: Mr. Nikhil Rajput &  Mr. 

Nilesh Palkar Time:- 12:45 PM  to  02:00PM 

Nilesh Palkar is a Mechanical Engineer, He started his  journey working as a Jr. Scientist in the 

Aerospace Industry Developing Autonomous Air Taxi. Cofounder and CTO @Gravity, & Technical 

Director @ Form Dynamics  Engineering  LLP.  Gravity  is  India's  First  Autonomous  Drone  Docking  

Station  Manufacturing Company. I  enabling scaling of Remote and Autonomous Drone Flights. I 

Strongly believe and on mission to make Airspace Intelligent and Available for common masses by 

enabling Autonomous Intelligence. At Form Dynamics Engineering, works in the field of creating quality 

machined components and works with Leading Switchgear and Automotive OEM's 

 

Nikhil  Rajput,  Cofounder  and  CEO  of  Gravity,  Gravity  is  building  hardware  infrastructure  

for  fully autonomous drone operations. Autonomy will drastically increase the sectors of drone 

applications. Gravity aims to be the operating partner for the major drone as a service and drone 

manufacturer. 

 

He  has  shared  his  view  about  “Why,  What  &  How  of  Entrepreneurship”  To  have  

achievement, challenge, Responsibility, Ownership. Status and also the income, Community, Social 

Motivation. He also shared stages to startup:- 

1) Identification 

2) Business Formation 

3) Scaling the Business 



Entrepreneurship is the ability and readiness to develop, organize and run a business enterprise, along 

with any of its uncertainties in order to make a profit. The most prominent example of entrepreneurship 

is the starting of new businesses. 

Day 9 – 12/11/2022 

 

Session I 

Session: “Time Mangement” Speaker: Shri Krishna Dhan Dasji Time:- 10:00AM to 

11:30AM 

 
Shri Krishna Dhan Dasji is a Mechanical Engineer. He has completed his graduation in 2002.He has 

secured Distinction  in  all  4  years  of  his  Bachelor  Degree.  Also  at  that  time  he  has  scored  98.5  

%  in  GATE   & secured  Ist  Position  in  Nashik  District.  Then  he  has  also  Teaching  experience  at  

K.K.  Wagh  Institute  of Engineering Education and Research Nashik for 1 year. Afterwards he has also 

worked In HAL in Aircraft section for 5 years. Since from 2008 he is the Temple President at ISKCON. 

He has also written a Book with the title of “GET SET GO” and “Launched  your life to the next level” 

Dhan Das Ji guided student about how to manage time. In this he has told time is what we want most but 

what we use worst and Time Management means self-Management. 

Key points of effective Time Management:- 

 
i)Learn to Value Time 

ii)Prioritization 

iii)Having plan for your time 

iv)Importance of early morning hours 



v)   Using spare time wisely. 

Overall, you start feeling more in control, with the confidence to  choose how best to use your 

time. 

And by feeling happier,  more relaxed, and better able to think,  you're in a great place to help 

others reach their targets, too. 

Session II 

 
Group Activity – Poster Making 

As a part of group activity, a short film is shown to students and based on it students asked to make poster 

based on their understanding about the message given in the short film. 



Day 11 – 14/11/2022 

 
Session I 

 
Dr. Shailendra Gaikwad  guided the students on the topic “Mission Be Positive – Success 

Mindset”. 

Dr. Shaliendra Gaiwad who is the Director of “Gaikwad Hypnosis Centre”. Also  he is an alumni 

of Maratha Vidya Prasarak Samaj, Nashik. He shared he has special bond with Sanstha. He is one 

of the renowned personality working for Students, Parents, Employees, Businessmen & Sport 

Players.   Through   the   science   of   hypnosis   he   is   doing   Personality   Development,   

Motivation, Superstition Eradication & Social Work. A sincere attitude of youth towards work is 

very important. Sincerity develops with more awareness of  your own feelings,  being awake rather 

than in a waking sleep speaking and living unconsciously automatically. 

He explained difference between Sub-Conscious & Conscious mind. The conscious mind 

communicates to the outside world and the inner self through speech, pictures, writing, physical 

movement,  and  thought.  The  subconscious  mind,  on  the  other  hand,  is  in  charge of  our  

recent memories, and is in continuous contact with the resources. 

. 

Session II 

Dr. Sachin Pachorkar  guided the students on the topic “Outcome Based Education & it’s 

importance”. 

 

Dr. Sachin Pachorkar is working as Associate professor in  the Department of Master of Business 

Administration(MBA) in MVPS‟s KBT COE, Nashik. He has experience of around 12  years and  also  

handling  the  responsibility  of NBA  coordinator.  The  session  gave  theinformation regarding 

Outcome-based education (OBE) which is preferred rather than  thetraditional pedagogical teaching. 

This 



is  to  ensure  each  of  the  university  programmes  is  able  to  generate  a  holistic,  successful  student  

in  the academic field. 

Bloom‟s  taxonomy  was  designed  as  a  way  of  gauging  competence  by   placing  a students 

knowledge on one of 6 levels which are often represented visually in the form of a pyramid. Each step 

of the pyramid from bottom to top represents a move from a lower order thinking skill to a higher   

order   one;   from   straightforward   concrete   cognition   to   a   more   abstract,   conceptual 

understanding. 

Lastly  he  explained  the  opportunity  for  students  to  take  what  they  have  learned, develop and 

make something new from it. 

Day 12 – 15/11/2022 

 
Field Visit 

Under  First  year  Induction  program,  the  field  visit  is  organized  at  Sahyadri  Farms  (Mohadi).  

Four smallholder farmers led by Mr. Vilas Shinde took their first steps on a long and purposeful journey. 

What started  as  an  informal  understanding  between  these  smallholder  farmers  quickly  transformed  

into  a movement of farmers which has grown today into the leading fruits & vegetable export company 

from India servicing over 18,000 registered farmers that cover 31,000 acres and 9 crops. 

In this visit students got exposure to understand the operations and various processes related to agri based 

products. Around 300 students was visited to Sahyadri Farms. 



Day 13 – 16/11/2022 

 
Session I 

 
Mr. Avinash Dholi & Mrs. Manisha Ghadge (Muktangan De-addiction center 

Pune. 

Nashik region councillor) guided the students on the topic “De-addiction”. 



Mr. Avinash Dholi is a Muktangan Family Counselor Member who guided our students about addiction 

and de-addiction. He said the number of abuse cases in major cities of India has been increasing rapidly. 

There are many reasons for people to become victims of abuse such as pleasure seeking behavior, family 

problems and modern lifestyle. Many individuals also initially do or consume alcohol to try it. And after 

that they are getting addicted to it. Parties are also one of the major reasons for getting addicted to drugs 

or alcohol. He also discussed how to prevent from getting addicted to it. He shared real life examples 

with students and also explained how bad habits destroy whole families. 

Mrs. Manisha Ghadge is a Muktangan Family Counselor Member guided our students about addiction 

and de-addiction.  She said now it is a world of smart phones. Everyone has a smart phone but some 

peoples are getting addicted to it. She discussed about how peoples are getting addicted to social media. 

Social media addiction is a behavioral addiction that is defined by being overly concerned about social 

media, driven by an  uncontrollable  urge  to  log  on  to  or  use  social  media,  and  devoting  so  much  

time  and  effort  to  social media that it impairs other important life areas. Peoples are spending too 

much time on Facebook, Instagram etc. and thinking on people‟s comments, likes and dislikes and also 

getting frosted on it.  She also guided on how  to  take  preventions  from  getting  addicted  to  it  like  

Reducing  screen  time  is  a  great  way to  combat problematic social media use; however, if the 

addiction is too severe you may require professional help. 

Session II 

 
Rohit Chaudhari President of Nashik Ploggers guided the students on the topic “Best Out of 

Waste” 

Nashik  Ploggers  is  a  non-profit  organization  based  in  Nashik.  This  group  has  been  founded  by  

Tejas Talware. This organization is known as "LCD" because of our Loyalty, Consistency and 

Dedication. Plog 



drives  are  conducted  every weekend  in  the  city  area  or  sometimes  outside  the  city.  After  the  

drive,  it  is ensured that the waste gets picked up by the municipality. Currently, they have 300+ number 

of volunteers. Along  with  plogging  they  actively  participate  in  other  activities  such  as  tree  

plantation,  food  and  cloth donations, wall paintings, blood donations drives, etc. 

As of now, They have 25+ number of collaborators with whom we Collab occasionally. Every volunteer 

of this community works towards making a Better Future. 

In this session they have shown that how plastic waste can be utilized properly and how pollution from 

the plastic  can  be avoided.  They have shown  that  how  plastic  rappers  of  chocklet  can  be filled  up  

in  plastic bottels tightly & then how stronger structure can be made. 

Day 14 – 17/11/2022 

 
Session I 

 
Mr. Mahesh K. Joshi guided the students on the topic “Career Management 

4.0”. 

Mr.  Mahesh  K.  Joshi  sir  completed  MMS  from  Mumbai  University  -  Passed  out  in  

1996 

& completed B.A. from Mumbai University - Passed out in 1993 Specialized in Literature. 

Created  their  own  flagship  diagnosis  surveys,  signature training  programs  and  

reinforcement  tools  in  the areas of account management, high-value sales, collaboration and customer 

focus. 

Implemented the above for more than a dozen high-value sales companies like real estate, 

automobile and luxury products. 



Worked  closely  using  the  above  with  B2B  sales  firms  and  helped  them  in  converting  learning  

into behavioral outcomes leading to additional revenue. Also implemented customized reviewing and 

monitoring systems to ensure continuity of change. 

They Worked in various sales leadership and business head roles in B2B, FinTech Their core skill are 

-Stakeholder Management 

-People Management 

-Sales Leadership 

In today‟s session on Digital Career transformation and career management 4.0,  it was observed that his 

English vocabulary and love for reading books is amazing. He shared lots of experience about career, 

Management of time, thinking ability, benefits of reading books; he said we should do that things or learn 

those things due to future need. Further he shares how to speak fluent in English. What to do to improve 

English  speaking  skill.  To  improve  speaking  skills  they share  keep  reading  in  English  ,keep  

listening  in English, keep yourself hydrated he also share important of reading English newspaper .He 

said to improve our CV, we need to improved 1) social knowledge   2) Read English news paper  3)Read 

a book(at least 25 pages in a day)   4)clean up face book and instagram. 

 
At last he said very important rule regarding time management “If you are on time ,you are late” 

 

Session II 

 
Mr. Mahesh K. Joshi guided the students on the topic “Digital Carrier Transformation”. 

 

Mr. Mahesh K. Joshi sir explained that A digital transformation specialist focuses on digitization 

opportunities  to  help  businesses  overall  performance.  A  specialist  is  outfitted  with  the  

education, experience, skills, and determination to help businesses take their internal processes, services, 

and products to the next level. 

He also  guided about how student can  grasp this  opportunity of Digital  Carrier transformation by 

involving in  learn and earn scheme. Freelancing is one of the way by which student can earn with 

learning. 



Day 15 – 18/11/2022 

 
Cultural Activity 

Cultural events are organized during FE Induction program 2022. Various activities like drama, singing 

and dancing are performed by newly admitted students along with last year students. Around 30 students 

have participated in this cultural event. 

 
Following is the list of winners in various events 

Sr. no. Name of Event Winners 

1 Dancing 1. Manjiri Bankar & Group (Prem ki Naiyaan) 

2. Pranjal Kapadnis (Mhahabharat theme song 

2 Singing Group – Manjiri Bankar (Iktara song) Solo  - Rati Anta 

Purkar ( Bulleya song) 

3 Drama Group – Om Birari and group ( Ghotala Hospital act) 

4 Anchors 1. Sakshi Patil 

2. Aarya Shewale 



   

      

  

Department of Engineering Science 
Session on “Attributes that makes you a good 
Engineer” by 
Mr. Rajesh R. Salway (Patil)  
(Director, Brainmark Dermatoglyphics Pvt. Ltd.) 

First Year Engineering Students Association (AARAMBH) has organized 

an Expert session on "Attributes that makes you a good Engineer”. For 

delivering the session about the topic mentioned,           Mr. Rajesh R. 

Salway (Patil) who is the Director, Brainmark Dermatoglyphics Pvt. Ltd. 

was invited. 

Mr. Rajesh R. Salway has guided students of first year engineering about 

the skillsets required for becoming a good engineer. The traits of a good 

engineer start with the basics i. e. Soft skills, such as honesty, 

trustworthiness, and an excellent work ethic. Some of the skillsets he 

explained in the session are Critical thinking, Design knowledge, Effective 

communication, Goal setting, Math proficiency, Problem solving, 

computer languages etc. 

The session was conducted in C building seminar hall at KBTCOE. Around 

100 students are benefited with this session. 



   

      

  

Department of Engineering Science 
Parent – Teacher Meet 

F.E. Parent - teachers meet was organized on 21/01/2023. For this meet 

Prof. N. B. Desale (Vice - Principal), Ms. S. J. Shinde (Registrar), Dr. S. J. 

Kokate (HOD Engineering science), Prof. B. J. Pawar (Dean, Student) and 

all FE faculty members were present to guide and facilitate all parents. 

At the beginning Dr. S. J. Kokate (H.O.D. of Engineering science) 

addressed parents about ongoing academic activities. In their presentation 

sir explained various activities and guest lectures conducted during FE 

Induction program which have been taking place for first year students. 

Details of recent placement, college level achievements and syllabus 

coverage was also explained in this address. Later on some parents 

representatives had shared their view regarding ongoing academics and 

other activities.  

In the later part of the meeting Vice-Principal Prof. N. B. Desale addressed 

the audience. In the address he congratulated all parents and students about 

their support during academic process also he guided students and parents 

about teaching learning activities, mentoring system and the facilities 

provided by the college. Finally the meeting is concluded by Ms. S. J. 

Shinde by guiding parents about administrative activities and assured to 

the parents that we will work on whatever parents have suggested in this 

meeting. 

Many parents also asked their questions regarding academic and non-

academics. Around 250 parents were present for the parent-teacher meet. 


